
Work-out videos and plans that
you can watch and follow
Meal Plans, meal suggestions from
breakfast to dinner, with calorie
content, ingredients and even
cooking steps
Mindset videos that you can watch
to add more inspiration to your
set goals

For anyone who wants to focus on
their overall fitness and health, the
programs suit all levels, starters and
seasoned exercisers.

Inside, programs included are:

EXPLORING
ITS FEATURES

Introducing.....

For Emergency online consultation, select
this feature and you will be directed to
list of doctors and even the freedom of
searching for specific doctor

NEED TO CONSULT?

FIT ADDICT?

MY VIEW

For non-emergency needs, you can book
an appointment to doctors you prefer

Doctors specializing in mental health, is
featured in this service

These are paid services;
availing will ask you to pay
online, amount is indicated
in doctors image
HMO/ Medicard can't be
used in availing this
service. Personal charges
will apply.
Read the app reviews,
concerns in booking
confirmation

MY NOTES:

A customized program based on
health details and preferences, so
you have to provide information
requested, to tailor fit a program
based on set goal.

OVERALL PACKAGE OF THIS APP

Teleconsultation (paid)
Emergency ambulance service
Personal health tracker (steps, sleep)
Daily goals and badges
Monitor and accomplish daily goals and earn
badges,
Inspiring Stories, informative articles, videos
and stories that can inspire you in your
health journey

Suits all levels of health fanatics, from beginner up to
seasoned health cautious individual
Fitness program, can be modified according and based on your
preferences and current lifestyle
Best for beginners--this app will surely guide you in your
health journey
Videos are free to watch, especially the exercises you can
follow
Excellent for meal planning, complete package, from
ingredients to nutrition contents and even cooking steps
Download now and give it a try!


